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Abstract
In this paper, wemeasure the spectrumof light scattered by a cold atomic cloud driven by a strong
laser beam. The experimental technique is based on heterodyne spectroscopy coupled to single-
photon detectors and intensity correlations. At resonance, we observe theMollow triplet. This
spectrum is quantitatively compared to the theoretical one, emphasizing the influence of the
temperature of the cloud and the finite-size of the laser beam.Off resonancemeasurements are also
done showing a very good agreementwith theory.

1. Introduction

TheMollow triplet, described theoretically byMollow in 1969 [1], corresponds to the three peaks of inelastically
scattered light in thefluorescence spectrumof a two-level systemdriven by a strong and resonant incident field.
Besides its importance in describing the atomfluorescence, it can also be viewed as a fundamental signature of
quantumoptics, highlighted by photon correlations between the peaks of the spectrum and antibunching in
some particular cases. These correlations werefirst observed byAspect et al in 1980 [2] and quantitatively
characterized by Schrama et al in 1992 [3]which had remained the state of the art until recently. Indeed, this
topic has attracted a renewed interest [4], mainly in solid state physics where, for example,Mollow triplet in a
quantumdot appears as a promising candidate of heralded single-photon sources [5].

This power spectrumwas theoretically investigated in the 60s and it was first established byMollow [1]. It
can be decomposed in an elastic component, represented by a delta function in frequency space, and an inelastic
component. The latter, in the specific case of resonant and strong enough drivingfield, is commonly known as
theMollow triplet: the spectrum ismade of a carrier and two spectrally symmetric sidebands. It can be
interpreted as the signature of spontaneous emission down a ladder of paired states that corresponds to the new
eigenstates of the two-level systemdressed by a strong driving field [6].

TheMollow triplet wasfirst observed in atomic beams [3, 7–10], with a configuration that allowed to avoid
asmuch as possible the inhomogeneous broadening due to temperature. The spectrumwas usuallymeasured
using a Fabry–Perot cavity. Several improvements have beenmade, especially regarding the polarization of the
driving field, to be as close as possible to a two-level system. This led to afirst quantitative agreement with theory
in 1977 [9], despite the presence of unaccounted effects such as the inhomogeneous broadening due to the
nonuniformity of the laser field. Since then, theMollow triplet has been observed inmany different systems: ions
[11], singlemolecules [12], or quantumdots [4, 13–15].

Surprisingly, theMollow triplet was rarely studied in cold atomic clouds despite its specific advantages. The
low temperaturemakes its impact on the fluorescence spectrumminimal. Under certain conditions, atomic
beam experiments gave unexpected asymmetric spectra [9, 10]. This effect, due to position dependent atomic
recoil [16], is inherent to the specific configuration implemented tominimize theDoppler contribution of these
atomic beams. Compared to single-particle systems, amulti-atom source increases the signal available for the
detection.On the other hand, solid state quantum emitters often exhibit significant deviations from the ideal
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two-level system, for example through phonon coupling [17, 18]. And finally, cold atomic clouds can reach
homogeneous optical densities of up to about 1000 [19]whichmakes them suitable to go beyond the single
scattering approximation and identify fundamental effects ofmultiple scattering in theMollow triplet, including
asymmetries and additional resonances [20, 21]. One of thefirst attempts using cold atomswas done by
Nakayama et al [22] on opticalmolasses. However, theMollow spectrumwas characterized out of resonance,
where the spectrum is composedmainly of theDoppler-broadened elastic part plus two sidebands of
inelastically scattered light. At resonance, an experimentalMollow triplet observed on cold atoms and its
quantitative comparisonwith the theoretical spectrum are still lacking. In 2016, Shafi et al [23] also published
some data that could be interpreted in terms ofMollow spectrum.However, the experiment was done on a
magneto-optical trap (MOT), thuswith an atomic cloud illuminated by six different off-resonant laser beams
and in the presence of amagnetic field gradient, whichmakes the interpretation of the data and its quantitative
analysismuchmore challenging.

In this paper, we present themeasurement of the spectrumof light scattered by a cold atomic cloud and
driven by a strong laser field.We detect this optical spectrumusing a beat note (BN) technique, such as the one
used to detect thefluorescence spectrumofweakly excited cold atoms [24] or of a single ion [25] coupledwith an
intensity correlationmeasurement setup [26]. This allows us to take advantage of the good sensitivity provided
by the heterodyne spectroscopy and of photon counting devices suited for extremely low signal [27].We report
on both resonant and off-resonant excitation. In the first case, theMollow triplet is clearly visible.Wewill show
that the experimental data are in quantitative agreement with the expected spectra if one takes into account some
inhomogeneous broadening. For off-resonance excitation, the amount of elastic and inelastic scattering is
quantified and presents a very good agreementwith theory. Finally, we investigate the effect of light polarization
and intensitymodulation to show the importance of being as close as possible to a two-level systemwith
homogeneous excitation to observe a clear and reliable signal.

2. Experimental setup

2.1. Cold atomic cloud
The experimental setup is described in [26, 28]. A cold atomic cloud is provided by loading 85Rb atoms in a
MOT.A compression stage is added to increase its density and to obtain a smooth density profile. For this
specific experiment, the cloud ismade of typically 5×107 atomswith a longitudinal rms radiusσz=0.
5±0.1 mm, and a radial rms radiusσr=0. 7±0.1 mmafter a free expansion of 2 ms. The temperature
measured by time offlight (TOF) technique is of the order of 100 μKbefore applying the strong laser beams to
detect theMollow spectrum.

2.2. Laser beams
To observe theMollow triplet, the atomic cloud is illuminated by two counter-propagating laser beamsA andB,
as depicted infigure 1, applied along the longitudinal cloud axis z. Their power can be adjusted independently
which allows, for instance, to avoid pushing the atoms due to imbalanced radiation pressure forces. The two
beams come from the same distributed-feedback laser amplified by a tapered amplifier, and their frequency is
locked close to the =  ¢ =F F3 4 hyperfine transition of the 85RbD2 line, with linewidth
Γ=2π×6.07 MHz. The locking systemuses amaster-slave configurationwith an offset locking scheme [29],
allowing us to adjust the laser frequency without changing the beamdirection and power.

We adjust the laser beampolarization,measuredwith a polarimeter just before the vacuum cell, with aλ/2
plate and aλ/4 plate. To probe a single closed transition, and thus consider the atoms as two-level systems, we
use the same circular polarization for the two beams. For aσ+ polarization, the atoms are quickly pumped in
(F= 3,mF=3) andwe probe the = =  ¢ = ¢ =( ) ( )F m F m3 3 4 4F F transition. Since both beams have the
same polarization, if applied simultaneously, theywould interfere and create a standingwave, leading to a strong
spatialmodulation of the intensity [30]with a corresponding convolution of the expectedMollow triplet. To
avoid such a convolution, one need to apply a single laser beamwith awell defined homogeneous Rabi
frequency.We therefore illuminate the atoms alternating successively beamAand beamB, the switching on and
off being done using two acousto-opticmodulators.

On the one hand, achieving a homogeneous Rabi frequency in the transverse directionwould require a
uniform intensity distribution, i.e. a plane-wave. On the other hand, themaximumavailable laser power
imposes to decrease the beamwaist to get a Rabi frequency as high as possible and thuswell-resolvedMollow
sidebands. As a compromise between the laser intensity and its non-uniformity over the cloud, we have used a
beamwaist ofw0=2.5 mmonour cloud of radius 0.7 mm.The laser beams are centered on the atoms using
absorption imaging.We also observe an increase of the transverse radius of the cloud of about 10% after the
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alternating laser beams have been applied. The observed increase in the longitudinal direction ismuch higher,
with typically an increase by a factor of 2.

Finally, the power of the laser beams can be adjusted to vary the Rabi frequency, bymeans of aλ/2 and a
polarizing beam splitter (PBS). Themaximumavailable power is about 20 mWper beam, corresponding to a
maximumon-resonance saturation parameter at the center of the laser beamof = s I I 1400,max sat , with a
saturation intensity Isat=1.67 mW cm−2 for the transition considered in this experiment, and amaximum
Rabi frequency of W = G Gs 2 8max 0 .We also use two photodiodes tomonitor the power of each beam
and theirfluctuations during an experimental runwhich can last from a few hours to one day.We typically
observe intensityfluctuations of 5%.

2.3.Measurement of thefirst order correlation function
Our goal is tomeasure the spectrum w˜ ( )( )gsc

1 of the light scattered by the atomic cloud, or its Fourier transform
which corresponds to thefirst order temporal correlation function t( )( )gsc

1 . The latter quantity is obtained by
recording the beat note between the scattered light and a local oscillator (LO). The light scatteredwhile
illuminating the atomic cloudwith beamAor B is collected by a polarization-maintaining (PM) single-mode
fiber. This allows us to select only one spatialmode. Aλ/2 plate and a PBS placed in front of the collection fiber
allows to select one polarizationmode and to optimally couple the polarized scattered light into the fiber.
Indeed, the angle between the laser beams and the axis of thefiber is close to 90°. As the polarization of beamsA
andB are circular, once the atoms are pumped into the stretchedmF=+3Zeeman sublevel, the polarization of
thefluorescence in the direction of thefiberwill bemostly linear. Theλ/2 plate is thus adjusted to align the
linear polarization of the scattered photons in order tomaximise the transmission of the PBS. The LO is derived
from the same laser that provides beamsA andB, butwith an extra detuningωBN=2π×120MHz. The LO is
then injected in another PM single-mode fiber, with a polarization selected by a PBS parallel to the
fluorescence one.

The twofibers that collect the LO and the light scattered by the atoms are then connected to afiber beam
splitter (FBS).We compute the t( )( )gsc

1 function via themeasurement of the intensity autocorrelation of the
beat note t( )( )gBN

2 , given by the following formula [27]:
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with IBN, Isc, ILO the intensity of the beat note, the collected scattered light and the LO respectively, t( )( )gsc
2 the

temporal intensity correlation of the scattered light, andwith á ñ. corresponding to averaging over time t. It is
important to note that this signal is not sensitive to the field correlation of the laser itself. This is due to the fact
that the LO and laser beamsA andB are derived from the same laser, a well known technique used to get rid of
the laser linewidth, at least at the first order. This is an advantage compared to other kind of techniques often

Figure 1.Experimental setup. Two counter-propagating laser beams (beamsA andB) illuminate a cold atomic cloud. The spectrumof
the scattered light ismeasured thanks to a beat note technique and its intensity autocorrelation. The scattered light is collected by a
polarizationmaintaining (PM) single-mode fiber, after passing through aλ/2waveplate and a polarizing beam splitter (PBS) to select
the relevant polarization (see text). Thisfiber is connected to afiber beam splitter (FBS) tomix the scattered light with the local
oscillator (LO). The outputs of the FBS are sent to two avalanche photodiodes (APD). The single counts in eachAPD are time-tagged
by a time-to-digital converter (TDC) and analyzedwith a computer.
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used tomeasure the spectrum, such as Fabry–Perot interferometers, which require a laser with a low spectral
width aswell as a high resolution spectrometer [9, 10, 13].

Experimentally, we have a LO intensitymore than 10 times higher than the scattered intensity. In this case,
one can neglect the last term in equation (2). In addition, it is shifted in frequency byωBN from the ( )gsc

1 term
under investigation.We are left with a signal oscillating at the frequencyωBN andwith an amplitude
proportional to t( )( )gsc

1 .We then take the Fourier transformof t -( )( )g 1BN
2 which contains the spectrumof

the scattered light shifted byωBN.
The experimental setup tomeasure intensity correlations has been described in [26]. As shown infigure 1,

the two outputs of the FBS are sent to two single-photon avalanche photodiodes (APDs, SPCM-AQRH from
Excelitas Technologies). Their typical detection efficiency is 64%with an active area of 180 μm.This
experimental scheme allows to overcome the photodiode dead time (a few tens of ns) and the afterpulsing (1%
typically). The arrival time of each photon recorded on theAPDs are processed by a time-to-digital converter
(TDC, ID800 from IDQuantique), with a time resolution of 162 ps. The data are transferred in real time to a
computer and processed byMatlab to calculate the histogramof the time intervals between the two channels. In
this real timemode, the data transfer rate of the TDC is limited to about 2.5×106 counts per second.We set the
number of counts by adjusting the power of the LO andwe typically workwith 800 photons per 200 μs which
corresponds to the total pulse duration of the laser beams.

2.4. Temporal experimental sequence
Tomeasure theMollow triplet, the following time sequence is used.Wefirst turn off the trapping laser beams
and themagnetic field. The atoms are released from theMOTand a TOFof 2 ms is applied to ensure that the
MOTmagnetic field gradient is completely off while keeping a small cloud radius compared to thewaist of the
incident laser beam. Then, we apply the laser beams. To avoid any interference effect, the counter-propagating
beamsA andB are switched on successively during tpulse=20 μs for each pulse, with awaiting time of 20 μs
between two consecutive pulses.We use for each run a train of 10 pulses, i.e. 5 pulses frombeamA and 5 pulses
frombeamB. These parameters were chosen tominimize the effect of pushing and heating the atomswhile
keeping a reasonable pulse duration to perform ameasurement.

TheAPDs are gated on the beampulses.We calculate the histogramof the temporal coincidences for each
pulse and after thefirst μs of the pulse once the laser intensity is stable. This also ensures that the stationary state
is reached, as assumed in the calculations of theMollow triplet [1, 31].We then analyse the data coming from
beamsA andB separately.We first check on the histograms that the position of the sidebands aswell as their
shape do not depend on the number of the pulse, andwe then sum the 5 histograms corresponding to each
beam. The variation of temperature that could affect the histogram is averaged over the 5 pulses. Because of the
finite time-window of themeasurement, the histogramneeds to be normalized to get the intensity correlation
function, as explained in [26].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Theoretical spectrum
The spectrum w˜ ( )( )gsc

1 of light scattered by a two-level systemdriven by a strong incident field close to
resonance is commonly known as theMollow triplet. Its derivation can be found in [1] assuming a quantum
two-level systemdriven by a classicalfield, or in [31]with a fully quantum-mechanical approach. It can be
decomposed in two parts:

w w w= +˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )g g g , 3sc
1

el
1

inel
1

with w˜ ( )( )gel
1 the elastic part and w˜ ( )( )ginel

1 the inelastic part given by the following formula:
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whereω denotes the frequency relative to the laser frequency. The laser detuning is denoted byΔ, and the
saturation parameter depends on the laser detuning as follows:
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One can show that the ratio of the intensity of the inelastic part to the elastic part, obtained by integrating
equations (4)–(5) over the emitted spectrum, is given by:
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ForΩ?Γ andΩ?Δ, the inelastic part can be approximated by three Lorentzians, the carrier at the laser
frequency and the sidebands separated from the carrier by the generalized Rabi frequency:

W = W + D ( ), 8G
2 2

withΩ the Rabi frequency given by:
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At resonance, the height ratio is 1:3:1 and thewidth is 3Γ/2 for the two sidebands andΓ for the carrier,
corresponding to an intensity (area) ratio of 1:2:1.

3.2. First order correlation function and spectrum
A typical experimental intensity correlation is plotted in the inset offigure 2. The laser frequency was set to
resonance andwith a saturation parameter of the order of 80.Wefirst observe a fast oscillation at the frequency
ωBN corresponding to the frequency beat note between the LO and the light scattered by the atomic cloud. These
oscillations decay on a time scale of the order of 1/Γ;26 ns. Finally, we can identify the beat note between
different frequency components, namely between theMollow sidebands and its carrier, giving rise to a revival of
the amplitude of the oscillations. Considering the typical decay time of few tens of ns for theMollow triplet at
resonance, we adopted awindow of∼300 ns for the Fourier transform,which provides a good balance between
the noise on the amplitude and the frequency resolution of the spectrum. This timewindow is then increased to
1 μs for off-resonant spectra, the elastic scattering part beingmore significant and thus corresponding to amuch
larger decay time. During ourmeasurements, the imaginary part of the signal was always at the noise level, and
no asymmetry in the spectra was observed. For this reason, we hereafter focus on the real part of the signal.

In our experimental conditions, t -( )( )g 1BN
2 is directly proportional to t w t∣ ( )∣ ( )( )g cossc

1
BN . The Fourier

transform, plotted in blue infigure 2, will thus directly give the spectrumof the scattered light. The height of this
spectrumhas been arbitrarily normalized to unity. TheMollow triplet is clearly visible with its carrier and the
two sidebands.

3.3. Fitting procedure
When s0?1, the inelastic part is dominant andwe thus neglect, atfirst, the elastic part. To extract s0 from the
experimental spectrum, and the corresponding Rabi frequency, we firstfit the data using equation (5), using a
least-squares procedure. The result corresponds to the dashed red line infigure 2. Thefirst observation is that the
full width at halfmaximum (FWHM) of the carrier is underestimated: the experimental data yield a FWHMof

Figure 2.ResonantMollow triplet of the light scattered by the cold atomic cloud, with no detuning and s0;80. Blue circles (magenta
curve): real (imaginary) part of the experimental data; Dashed red curve: fit by the single-atom equation (5); Dash–dotted black curve:
fit including the inhomogeneous broadening due to temperature and laserfinite size. Inset: temporal intensity autocorrelation of the
beat note.
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1.4Γ instead of the expected valueΓ.We can also notice that the height ratio between the sidebands and the
carrier is not 1:3:1 as expected but of the order of 0.7:3:0.7 and that the sidebandwidths are larger than expected,
with a small asymmetry for each sideband, the half width at halfmaximumbeing larger on the side of the carrier.

This discrepancy can be explained by different contributions.Wewill first focus on the sidebands. Thefirst
contribution comes from the laser linewidth nD = 3 MHzL , measuredwith a beat-note technique between this
laser and a laser with amuch smaller linewidth, as explained in [28]. As said before, this linewidth has no effect
on the carrier becausewe use the same laser for the LO and the laser beamsA andB.On the other hand, different
frequencies on the atoms lead to different generalized Rabi frequencies, and consequently to a broadening of the
sidebands.However, if nD WL , the change in the generalized Rabi frequency is of the order of nD W2L

2 2. The
minimumRabi frequency used on this experiment is higher than 4Γ, corresponding to a change inΩG of less
than 1%which can thus be neglected. The same argument holds if one considers the temperature of the cloudT.
The distribution of the effective detunings, in the atomic rest frame, corresponds to aGaussianwith an rms
width of k k T MB , where k is thewave vector, kB is the Boltzmann constant andM is the atomicmass.Wewill
see in the next section that, when the laser beamsA andB are applied,T increases to a few tens of mK. This
corresponds to a rmswidth of a fewMHz, thus still with almost no effect on the generalized Rabi frequency and
the sidebands broadening. The last contribution, which actually fully explains the sidebands broadening, comes
from the finite waist of the laser beam. This results in a Rabi frequency not being the same for all the atoms. This
does not affect the carrier width but leads to an inhomogeneous broadening of the sidebands: their height is thus
decreased and their width increased.

Finally, the increase in the carrier width is due to temperature. In the previous paragraph, we have evaluated
the impact of the frequency detuning of the incident photon in the atomic rest frame, but one also needs to take
into account the frequency shift of the scattered photon. This effect has been characterized quantitatively in one
of our previous experiments on the elastic spectrum [26], showing that the theoretical spectrum, given for the
inelastic part by equation (5) for atoms at rest, should be convoluted by theDoppler-broadened spectrum. This
spectrum isGaussianwith a rmswidthΔωD that depends on the temperature as well as the angle θ between the
incident photon and the scattered direction:

w qD = -( ) ( )k k T M2 1 cos . 10D B

To take into account these two contributions, namely temperature andfinite waist of the laser beam,we have
implemented a newfitting procedure. First, the laser beam is considered homogeneous in the propagation
direction z since the Rayleigh length is of severalmeters. Then, wemodel the cloud as a continuousGaussian
distributionwhich, after integration over the longitudinal axis z, reads r s ps= -^ ^( ) ( ) ( )r N rexp 2 2r r

2 2 2 . The
spectrum radiated by the cloud in the finite-waist beam,with Rabi frequency W = W - ^^ ( )r wexpr

2
0
2 , is given

by:

òp r w=
¥

^ W ^ ^
^

˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )( ) ( )g g r rr2 d , 11cloud
1

0

1
r

where the single-atom spectrum W ^
˜ ( )g 1

r
is given by equation (5) for a Rabi frequency Wr̂ . Finally, to take into

account the effect of the temperature, the spectrum is convolutedwith the followingGaussian:
w w- D( )exp 2 D

2 2 and thefinal height is renormalized to unity. The free parameters are the frequency beat note
ωBN (which is always in agreement with the experimental value, withinfluctuations of∼1%), the Rabi frequency
at the center of the beamΩ, the ratio between the laser beamwaist and the radial atomic cloud radiusw0/σr, and
the temperatureT. By incorporating these finite-beam and finite-temperature effects into the fitting procedure,
the normalized least-square residuals are reduced by a factor of 4, from5.6% for the single Rabi frequencymodel
to 1.5%.

3.4. Results
3.4.1. ResonantMollow triplet
Thisfitting procedure isfirst applied on the data offigure 2. The result is plotted in dash–dotted black and is in
very good agreement with the experimental data. Thefitted ratiow0/σr gives a radial atomic cloud radius of
σr=950±30 μm, comparable to the radiusmeasured by absorption imaging andwhen the laser beams are
applied. Thefitted broadening of the carrier width due to temperature is of the order of 0.3Γ, which, according
to equation (10), corresponds to a temperature of 10 mK. This temperature ismuch higher than the one
measured on the initial atomic cloud by TOF technique.However, the lattermeasurement has been realized
without the laser beams, and the photons exchanged during the application of these beams significantly heat the
atomic sample.Whenwe repeat the TOFmeasurement after the application of the laser beams, wefind a
temperature between 10 and 40 mK.Hence, the temperature increases from100 μK to a few tens of mKduring
the intensity correlationsmeasurements, with amean value of typically 20 mKover the 5 pulses, corresponding
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to the same order ofmagnitude extracted from thefit and thus validating the hypothesis that temperature is the
main contribution to the carrier broadening.

We repeated the same kind ofmeasurements, still at resonance, butwith different powers. For each
spectrum,we checked that the temperature andw0/σr correspond towhat is experimentally extracted by
absorption imaging.Wefinally plot the Rabi frequenciesmeasured in the spectrum as a function of the powers
measured just before the vacuumcell (see figure 3). The vertical error bars are given by the uncertainty on the fit
of the Rabi frequency. The horizontal ones correspond to the power fluctuationsmeasured during each
experimental sequence, which range from1% to 10%,with an additional 3% accuracy due to the power-meter.
The theoretical Rabi frequency can be deduced from equations (6) and (9), as well as the laser waist and peak
power. This theoretical value corresponds to the curve in figure 3, and is in very good agreement with our
measurements, the only free parameters being those of the fitting procedure. The error from the fitting
procedure is of∼6% for theRabi frequency,∼10% forΔωD and∼6% forw0/σr, resulting in an overall
normalized least-squares error of 8%.

3.4.2. Off-resonance spectrum
Wenow turn to the analysis of theMollow spectrumwhen the laser frequency is shifted from the atomic
transition by a detuningΔ of a few linewidths. A typical spectrum is shown infigure 4, forD = G3 andwith
s0=140. Two sidebands due to the inelastic scattering are still observed. The sharp central part now
corresponds to the inelastic contribution plus a significant elastic component. Because of the lower saturation
parameter for a nonzero detuning, the elastic part can no longer be neglected in our analysis.We thus include

Figure 3.Crosses: Rabi frequency extracted from the experimental spectra as a function of the laser power. The vertical error bars are
given by thefit of theMollow triplet spectra and the horizontal error bars come from the power fluctuations during one experimental
run, plus the additional accuracy due to the power-meter. Full curve: Rabi frequency calculated from equations (6) and (9), and from
themeasured laser power andwaist.

Figure 4.Off-resonantMollow spectrumof the light scattered by the cold atomic cloudwithΔ=3Γ and s0=140. Blue curve:
experimental spectrum. Thefit is shown in dashed red, taking into account the elastic and the inelastic contributions. Inset: Green
curve: elastic part obtained from thefit; black dashed curve: inelastic part.
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equation (4) in the computation of the total spectrumgiven by (11)where, as before, the finite size of the laser
waist and the temperature are accounted for. In particular, the temperature not only broadens the carrier of the
inelastic spectrum, but also turns the homogeneous elastic component into aDoppler-broadenedGaussian
peak. The resultingfit is plotted infigure 4 in dashed red, showing a good agreement with the experimental data,
with a normalized least-squares residual of∼5%.The temperature and the ratiow0/σr are comparable to the
values obtained at resonance, as expected from the large saturation parameters that are used.

The amplitudes of the elastic componentAel and of the inelastic componentAinel arefitted independently as
follows:

w w w= ´ + ´˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ˜ ( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )g A g A g . 12sc
1

el el
1

inel inel
1

The resulting ratio I Iinel el, corresponding to the ratio of the integral of the inelastic spectrum and the integral of
the elastic one, is computed. It is theoretically equal to the saturation parameter, as shown in equation (7). This
measurement has been done for different laser detunings and two different powers. On the other hand, the
saturation parameter is calculated using theRabi frequencyΩ of the inelastic component, also extracted from
thefit, thanks to equation (9). As shown infigure 5, the ratio Iinel/Iel is in good agreement with the computed
saturation parameter. Here, the error on the saturation parameter, which comes from the fitting of the Rabi
frequency, is of the order of 4%,whereas the one on the ratio Iinel/Iel comes from thefitting of both the inelastic
and elastic components, and presents amuch larger error bar, of 20%–50%. In particular, the elastic component
is quite weak close to the atomic resonance, which corresponds to the largest saturation parameters in this figure,
and thus results in the largest error bars.

3.4.3. Simultaneous pulses and non-circular polarization
So far, we have paid attention to have the system as close as possible to an ideal two-level system,with awell
definedRabi frequency. To illustrate the importance of these points, we have performed twomore tests.Wefirst
measured the spectrumof light scattered by the cold atomic cloudwhen it is illuminated by a laser beamwith a
linear polarization, at resonance andwith s 800 . The result is plotted infigure 6 (red dashed curve)wherewe
compare the circular and linear polarization. As said before, for a left-handed or right-handed circular
polarization, we only excite the transition = =   ¢ = ¢ = ( ) ( )F m F m3 3 4 4F F . On the contrary, for a
linear polarization, different transitions between different Zeeman substates contribute, that possess different
dipolemoments. The opening of the scattering process to different substates thus results not only in a decrease of
the effective Rabi frequency, due to the lower values of the Clebsch–Gordon coefficients compared to the one
associated to the = =   ¢ = ¢ = ( ) ( )F m F m3 3 4 4F F transition, but also in a broadening of the sidebands
and a decrease of their height. In this case, a comparisonwith the theoreticalMollow triplet requires to compute
the steady state populations, their coupling to the excited states with different Clebsch–Gordon coefficients and
the scattering rates between different Zeeman sublevels. This last feature is not taken into account by amultiple
two-level scheme and thus requires amore evolvedmodeling, which is out of the scope of this paper.

In order to test the importance of a homogeneous longitudinal Rabi frequency, we illuminated the atomic
cloudwith a circular polarization, but with both beamswith identical circular polarization, shined at the same
time. Since the polarization is the same for the two beams, their interference generates a standingwave, that leads
to a strong spatialmodulation of the Rabi frequency along the beampropagation. Then, as shown infigure 6
(green dash–dotted curve), the presence of theMollow sidebandsmanifests only in a pedestal around the carrier,

Figure 5. Intensity ratio of the inelastic and elastic part as a function of the saturation parameter. These two quantities are extracted
independently from thefit. The intensity ratio is calculated from the integral of thefitted elastic and inelastic spectra, thefitting being
done using two different free parameters for the amplitudes of the elastic and inelastic components. The saturation parameter is
calculated using the Rabi frequency, also extracted from thefit, and the detuning. Dots: experimental data. Error bars come from the
fit. Line: expected behavior given by equation (7).
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differently from the sequencewith successive pulses. The strong Rabi frequencymodulation leads to the
superposition of a large range of sidebands, and thus to a blurred signal. Hence, this effect is an extreme case of
the broadening of the sidebands due to the beam finite waist, which is responsible for aweakermodulation of the
driving amplitude.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we have performed thefirst clear experimental observation of the resonantMollow triplet on cold
atoms.On resonance, ourfluorescence spectrum is completely dominated by inelastically scattered light. The
difference between themeasurement and theory is fully understood taking into account thefinite temperature of
our cloud and thefinite size of the exciting laser beam.As far aswe know, this is the first time that all these effects
are integrated in the analysis. This corresponds to afirst essential step if one thenwants to turn to the search of
more exotic effects. One can also note that, while temperature broadening effect is inherent to the cold atomic
cloud, the effect of the laser profile could be removed or at least reduced by using for example a top-hat laser
beam [32]. Off resonance, the twoMollow sidebands were observed aswell, yet in this case the central peak
mainly corresponds toDoppler-broadened elastic scattering. Themeasured ratio of inelastically to elastically
scattered light, a quantity that is surprisingly rarely reported in the literature, is in very good agreement with the
theoretical one.

Throughout this work, our cloudwas assumed to behave as a large set of independent emitters, thanks to the
low ratio between the optical thickness (between 1 and 5 on this experiment) and the saturation parameter. An
optically denser cloud, for example achieved by increasing the atomnumber, could actually allow us to
investigate the effects of the dipole–dipole coupling on the cloud fluorescence, and in particular the emergence
of new resonances.While few-atomphysics requires subwavelength distances to correlate efficiently the dipole
fluctuations [33–35], large dilute atomic cloudswith a large optical thickness have recently been predicted to
present an asymmetricMollow triplet [20] as well as higher-orderMollow sidebands [21].

Furthermore, the fluorescence of single emitters is known to present photon correlations [2, 36–38], a
feature that was used to produce heralded photons [4, 39]. In this context, a promising idea is to use the dipole–
dipole interaction tomanipulate the cloud optical coherence, and thus generate higher-order photon
correlations.
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